
Does the Joy of Keeping a Pet
in Strata come at a Cost?
Keeping pets in some strata schemes can be costly with fees
for having a pet. Are those days over?

New  Pet  Laws  for  Renters
Restrict Landlords
Under  new  laws  renters  may  soon  be  allowed  to  have  pets
without approval from landlords.

The Top 5 Strata By-laws for
2021!
There were many changes to strata laws during 2021. Here we
share the top 5 by-laws for 2021.

Pets and New Strata By-laws:
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The Pitfalls
In  this  article,  we  take  a  closer  look  at  the  new  laws
regulating pet ownership in strata buildings and the pitfalls
associated with them.

By-laws  which  Regulate  the
Keeping of Pets!
Have by-laws which ban pets in strata shifted to by-laws which
regulate the keeping of pets in strata buildings?

Pets and Strata – The Next
Chapter!
As of 25 August 2021, by-laws banning the keeping of animals
within strata are prohibited unless they cause ‘unreasonable
interference’.
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Webinar  Recording:  Pets  in
NSW Strata
Adrian Mueller, Strata Lawyer talks pets with LookUpStrata in
this recent webinar, covering the recent ‘Cooper’ case, Q&A’s
and ‘no’ pets by-laws.

Why it’s Important to Update
Your ‘No’ Pets By-law Now!
Any strata blocks that wait for the ‘dust to settle’ before
changing  their  ‘no’  pets  by-law  may  live  to  regret  that
decision. Update it now!

It’s  Time  to  Review  Your
Strata By-laws Again!
Changes to strata laws have impacted many strata by-laws so
it’s time to review these by-laws!
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Where do we Now Stand with
Pet By-laws in Strata Living?
Pet ownership and apartment living in strata. Do no pet by-
laws have broader implications for other types of prohibiting
by-laws?
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